MEMORABILIA
Museums to play for all ages
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PREMISE

From the M.E.M.O.RI. Museum to the MemorAbilia game
MemorAbilia is a game inspired by M.E.M.O.RI. Euro Mediterranean Museum of Re(f)used
Objects, a project conceived by the Cultural Association La luna al guinzaglio (The Moon on a
Leash) of Potenza; the whole project born as a multicultural experimentation through visual arts
among the productions for Matera European Capital of Culture 2019.
With the term "memorabilia" (from the Latin memorabilis, therefore "to remember, to keep in
memory") we mean both collections of objects (linked to an extraordinary event or a wellknown person) and words or sayings not to be forgotten. The word memorabilia also opens up
other connections: "memor" means "capable of remembering", and "memory" also means an
archive of datas or informations. The italian word "abile" (that means “skilful”), derives from the
latin “habilis” and denotes something that you can easily have, use or handle. Talking about
human hands, “abile” means also capable.
This intertwining between memory and the human hand is represented by the “souvenir” object,
that is the starting point of M.E.M.O.RI. research: the object and the hand that creates it, but
also re-enables it for new uses, as a new form of legitimation, identity and memory.
The research process of M.E.M.O.RI. was born as an experimental laboratory to give shape to
the questions of a community faceing the challenge of representing the multiform contemporary
European and Mediterranean culture, where different languages, religions, ethnic groups and
customs coexist and where it is no longer credible that only one of they can represent a common
identity. The work was carried out in different places and involved different communities: this is
the basis of a participatory educational model that borrows relational artistic practices, capable
of restoring a human geography that places human free connections at the center, rather than
remarking the borders.
MemorAbilia is the game that translates the set of experiences which gave birth to
M.E.M.O.RI Museum , using the concept of Museum as a metaphor of choice, of new knowledge and possibility of re-knowing codified meanings and re-name them, trying to imagine new
categories of belonging. From this perspective, “playing at the Museum” can promote the sharing
of experiences and diversity through storytelling or collective design, simulating museum practices that actually involve the public.
MemorAbilia is a game that provides three modes of involvement dedicated to different ages, all
declinable in a meeting space where you can negotiate the meaning of objects and learn how to
take care of them, making choices and freely deciding to give new meaning to things, opening up
a dialogue. The core of the game is a deck of 100 cards and a board. First you can play at the
MemorAbilia Museum version, suitable for everyone from 10 years of age up. Participants, in
this version, compete in the creation of artistic collections of objects using the art of negotiation,
in search of a balance between competition and collaboration.
MemorAbilia Story the narrative expansion for players 6 years and up, which activates the
invention of stories starting from some cards of the deck with the addition of special Clue Cards
that tell about places, characters and different actions: this is an open participation mode that
provides infinite variations as players can also make their own cards to customize with other
places and characters from other cities.
MemorAbilia Map is the workshop expansion, suitable for all ages, which invites players to
experiment a collective mapping exercise: participants must try to create graphic connections
between the objects depicted on some cards of the MemorAbilia deck (these cards are mapped
in Augmented Reality) to discover special audiovisual contents using a dedicated App.
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THE M.E.M.O.RI. MUSEUM
M.E.M.O.RI. or Euro-Mediterranean Museum of the Re(f)used Objects, is an intercultural artistic
project carried out in the Euro-Mediterranean area. The project aimed at opening a museum
starting from common ad obsolete objects. M.E.M.O.RI. exhibits its permanent exhibition,
welcomes temporary exhibitions of artists and collectives, offers educational programs, manages
the archive and storage areas of its collections, has a loan office and a purchasing section. All
these sectors are actually a way to ask questions to places on the themes of encounters and
cultural exchange.
What is M.E.M.O.RI.
M.E.M.O.RI. is a traveling museum that exhibits fragments, traces and small objects collected
during a journey made by the collective La luna al guinzaglio accross 5 Mediterranean cities
(Genoa, Marseille, Malaga, Tunis and Tétouan) and in 5 Lucanian cities (Bernalda, Venosa,
Matera , Muro Lucano, Potenza). The creative journey aimed at getting to know the 10 communities involved in search of artistic and domestic artifacts, souvenirs, local handicrafts, objects
brought from the sea or found on the street. The recovered objects have become the pretext for
noting gestures, encounters, contaminations, traditions and changes, and gave the possibility to
take note of interesting tales connected to museums, homes, shops, craft workshops, streets
and ports.
The objects gathered during these journeys gave life to the collections of M.E.M.O.RI. museum,
with a permanent exhibition and several temporary ones with an original and interactive display.
How it works
M.E.M.O.RI. is structured like a museum, with exhibition and conservation itineraries made up of
display cases and installations, with various collections, permanent exhibitions and temporary
exhibitions. The collected artifacts have been re-used, re-elaborated thanks to the creation of
mechanical, electronic and digital devices (couplings, circuits, applications, commands, appendix
objects) which make the visitors experience very interesting and allow people to activate a
"handling", that is a direct intervention of the visitor's hands on the display case.
M.E.M.O.RI. consists of an archive followed by 5 sections which are called Rooms.
The archive of M.E.M.O.RI. is named “The Anarchive”: this space preserves the memory of the
objects on display through a collection of documents and testimonies and describes the research
methodology adopted in the investigation process that has characterized M.E.M.O.RI. project. It
is an unusual archive that opens up different narrative possibilities on the exhibits on display and
allows the construction of subjective and alternative paths in the museum areas, providing for
the activation of parallel story levels and different educational approaches.
The Room of Signs is the place that collect the findings related to traces and presence. Is the
room where man and matter meet each other, discovering a reciprocity. it is the space where
the hand can touch, squeeze and sink, becoming ambassador of our body: the hand leaves a
mark, deposits a meaning, signs its passage. In this room visitors hand encounter materials such
as sand and clay, but also try to describe the world through coded signs (such as writing and
alphabets) or accidental signs and signs of time.
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The Room of Fragments is the place of fragility and small things: here the objects speak through
their remains and details, rather than through their completeness. Shards, tatters of fabric,
pieces of rock and other strips of world are exhibitedin this Room: they invite visitors to be able
to see that beauty is independent from totality and wholeness, even in the small and incomplete
things.
The Room of Falls is the gathering of the humblest findings which were collected from the
ground during the crossings in the artisan shops; this is the place where things that fall and are
lost can even speak: sawdust, threads, production waste, buttons ... In this Room the human
hand collects and elevates, moves, let go, but is also invited to overturn the points of view to
discover other possible narrations.
The Room of Repetitions is the place where the collected findings celebrate the cyclical nature,
the return, the circularity, the shapes of matter. This Room is also the story of human hands that
learn, that build a rhythm, repeat and work: in this Room crocheted doilies and fishing nets, but
also postcards and packaging textures are gathered together, leading us little by little into the
mystery of gestures and shapes, relating to different kinds of knowledge and amazement,
enchantments and hypnosis.
The Room of Chimera is a place where the objects become visions ad fantastic grafts. Originally
inspired by the universe of myth, this Room is the space in which temporary exhibitions are
hosted and new stories can born from the encounters between objects, people and technologies.
The Spontaneous Museum is an external section of M.E.M.O.RI. which can be opened in other
places thanks to the museological setting up and inauguration protocol. Anyone who wants to
transform his own private collection into an exhibition can download the online protocol.
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MEMORABILIA MUSEUM
A Museum to play

The participatory process that led to the design of the MemorAbilia game and the development
of its expansions, was based on the observation of contemporaneity and the consequent need to
cross the concepts of sustainability and creativity as necessary tools to promote changing.
In particular, the definitive drafting of the MemorAbilia Museum version allows us to tackle some
topics that oper a larger view on the simple concept of environmental education to reach more
innovative principles and theories.
Museum institutions, which protect and collect objects to make them available to communities
in ever new ways, in protecting things, can preserve the memories of peoples, the products of
civilizations and, in some way, the people themselves and their environments. Adopting sustainable behaviours therefore means learning to take care of one's own contexts, recognizing and
rewriting their meanings.
- DEEPENING
Gaming as a space of exchange, between sustainability and creativity
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MEMORABILIA MUSEUM
Card game for 3 to 6 players

Every day, travellers arrive on the shores of the Mediterranean, collecting, trading and bringing
with them many objects: they are the invisible knots of untold stories, the points of a constellation yet to be discovered. Collect the objects, organise them into collections and create M.
E.M.O.RI., the Euro Mediterranean Museum of Re(f)used Objects: the Mediterranean is no
longer just a sea, but a treasure trove of memories, encounters and emotions.
PLEASE NOTE: The following instructions are for a group of 4 players (for 5 or 6 players you
will find the instructions marked with "*").
CONTENT
Create a deck of cards following this pattern.
Players

Repetitions
Cards
(Object)

Signs Cards
(Object)

Fragments
Cards
(Object)

Falls Cards
(Object)

Object
Cards
(total)

Showcase
Cards

4

5

8

14

17

44

15

History
Cards
(special)

History
Cards
(generic)

History
Cards
(total)

Special
cards
(Cleaning up
and Theft)

1 of each
type

4

8

2

History
Cards
(special)

History
Cards
(generic)

History
Cards
(total)

Special
cards
(Cleaning up
and Theft)

For a total of 69 cards.
1 Mediterranean Museum display board with 8 exhibition spaces*
30 indicators in 6 different colours (5 per colour)
(*10 if 5 people are playing, and 12 if 6 people are playing)
Players

Repetitions
Cards
(Object)

Signs Cards
(Object)

Fragments
Cards
(Object)

Falls Cards
(Object)

Object
Cards
(total)

Showcase
Cards

5

6

10

17

20

52

18

2 of each
type

8

14

2

6

7

11

19

23

60

20

2 of each
type

10

18
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OBJECTIVE OF THE GAME
Create collections of objects with high narrative value and donate them to the Museum to set up
as many exhibition spaces as possible. Each collection consists of a combination of cards.
PREPARATION
Each player is a collector who has their own Atelier in front of them, where they can create their
collections (combinations of cards). The Atelier has only two spaces available: players will be
able to compose a maximum of 2 collections at the same time.
Place the deck of cards in the centre of the board: the position of the deck of cards represents
the journey across the Mediterranean towards the Museum and its exhibition spaces.
Locate a space on the table outside the board: this will be the Warehouse in which the cards
that are discarded should be placed.
Deal 5 cards to each player.
Distribute the coloured markers (each player should choose a colour).
Turn over the first 2 cards of the travel deck and place them in front of the deck: these are the
objects and stories the collector encounters at the beginning of his/her journey/turn.
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TAKING TURNS
On each turn, a player completes 3 different actions:
1) Start the journey (draw cards and place them in front of the deck - mandatory action)
2) Start or upgrade collections in their Atelier by trading or giving away cards
3) Finish a collection and donate it to the Museum
1) Start the journey
At the beginning of their turn, the player must draw two cards from the travel deck and show
them to the other players.
If there are objects among the cards drawn, the player must use these cards during their turn,
placing them in the Atelier (action 2), trading them, or discarding them in the Warehouse (action
2c).
2) Create a collection in your Atelier
If there are no collections under construction within the Atelier yet, the player can start a new
collection.
A collection can only be started with an Object Card and closed with a Showcase Card.
You cannot start a collection with a Showcase Card or a History Card.
Once started, the collection must be completed and donated to the Museum before the workstation in the Atelier can be vacated.
A complete collection is made up of a minimum of two Object Cards, plus one History Card
and one Showcase Card. A collection can have multiple Object Cards (thus generating more
points); a collection must be made exclusively with Object Cards of the same type (you cannot,
for example, create a collection with Repetitions Objects and Fragments Objects).
2b) Upgrade the collection in your Atelier
If there are two collections in progress inside the Atelier that can be enriched by the cards
drawn, then you can add the cards drawn during your turn, or choose from the cards that are
already part of your hand.
You can play a maximum of two cards in addition to those drawn during your turn.
2c) Trading cards that don't interest you
If, during your turn, you draw cards that don't interest you or that you can't use (for example if
you draw an Object Card but your Atelier already has two collections of objects of a different
type from the drawn card), it is mandatory to activate a trade or donate the cards to other
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players by opening a negotiation.
Actions must take place before the creation or upgrade phase of the collections in your Atelier.
If no one is interested in the player's proposed trade, then the cards can be placed in the Warehouse.
The player can now move on to the collection building or upgrade phase by playing a maximum
of 2 cards.
At the end of their turn the player must have a maximum of 5 cards in their hand. If you have
more, you must place the excess cards in the Warehouse.
Once you've finished improving or creating your collections, you can move on to the next phase.
3) Donate collections to the Museum
This phase is not compulsory (a player can decide not to donate anything to the Museum if they
think that the collections in their Atelier can still improve, for example).
To donate to the Museum you must have at least a minimum combination, and narrate the
HISTORY of your collection by inventing connections between objects and starting from
the History Card included in that collection.
To donate a collection to the Museum, simply move the group of cards that make up the collection to one of the available exhibition spaces, indicating it with a marker that matches the player's colour.
You can donate collections to the Museum as long as there is exhibition space available:
once you have completed the placement of 8 collections you can no longer donate to the
Museum and the game ends*.
After donating the collections to the Museum the player's turn ends, and the next player starts
by drawing the first two cards from the deck and showing them to the other players.
Warehouse
In the Warehouse, the cards that are discarded by the players are organised by type.
At the beginning of their turn, a player may decide not to draw their cards from the sea but to
take the whole Warehouse.
In this case you must collect all the cards in the Warehouse and add them to your hand. You can
use a maximum of 2 of these (not having drawn from the Mediterranean, the cards taken from
the Warehouse work as cards already in your hand).
The player is not obliged to play any cards but must respect the maximum of 5 cards in their
hand at the end of their turn.
If a player has drawn all the cards from the Warehouse but at the end of their turn they have
more than 5 cards, they must put the remaining cards back into the Warehouse.
END OF THE GAME
When a player occupies the last available exhibition space with one of their collections, the
game ends and we move on to estimate the value of the collections that make up the
Euro-Mediterranean Museum.
Each collection totals the sum of the value of its component cards.
The player who scores the most points is the winner of the game.
In the event of a tie, the player with the highest score and the lowest number of collections
wins the game. In the event of a further tie, the player who has the collection with the most
cards is the winner.
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1.

start the journey
Draw two cards from the deck
If one of these is an object:
A) Use it in your own Atelier
B) Trade it with others
C) Give it to the Warehouse

2.

create collections
in your own Atelier
If there are still no collections
in their Atelier, the player can
then start a new one. A collection can only be started with an
Object Card and closed with a
Showcase Card.

3.

donate collections to
the museum
To donate to the Museum it is
necessary to have at least a
MINIMUM COMBINATION (2
Objects, History, Showcase)
and to tell its HISTORY. It will
be possible to donate collections to the Museum as long as
exhibition space is available.
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TYPES OF CARDS
Object Card
There are 4 types of objects with different proportions within the deck and different scores.
Number of cards (for 4 players):
5 Repetitions Objects
8 Signs Objects
14 Fragments Objects
17 Falls Objects

Value:
Repetitions are worth 5
Signs are worth 4
Fragments are worth 3
Falls are worth 2

Showcase Card:
The Showcase Card is required to create a minimum collection and has a value of 1.
The Showcase is used to close the collection, which cannot be expanded from that moment on.
History Card
All History Cards can be played in a minimum collection. However, there are 4 special History
Cards (one for each type of object) which, if matched with their own type of object, double the
value of the collection. Each History Card has a value of 1.
The History Card must be used by the player to narrate the collection to be donated to the
Museum, by inventing links between the objects and contextualizing the narrative in one or
more cities overlooking the Mediterranean.
The other players can ask one question each, for clarification of the story (or to make it more
surreal/funny), after which the collection will be automatically accepted and displayed in the
Museum.
(Tip for mediators: this aspect of the game can be simplified to make a greater connection with the Museum)

The History Card can be placed in the collection at any time after the first object but before the
Showcase Card.
SPECIAL CARDS
Warehouse Cleaning up
The Warehouse Cleaning up Card allows you to empty the Warehouse by distributing all the
cards randomly among the players, starting with the player who plays the card, and proceeding
clockwise.
Players who, in receiving cards exceed the limit of 5 cards in their hands, do not have to discard
them immediately but must do so during their turn. After playing the Warehouse Cleaning up
card, put it back into the Travel Card deck and shuffle.
Theft Card
With the Theft Card you can steal a collection that has already been donated to the Museum by
another player and place it in your Atelier (but only if there are spaces available). After a theft,
the collection automatically becomes the property of the player who stole it.
During the same turn, it is possible to expand the collection you have just stolen, but you will
have to discard the vault. The collection can then only be returned to the Museum starting from
the next turn. After playing the Theft Card, put it back into the Travel Card Deck and shuffle.
.
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MEMORABILIA STORY
Rejected objects to re-use

MemorAbilia cards can activate narrative exercises to stimulate storytelling and train the ability
to create connections between elements. Exploiting the variability of the principles of narrative,
players/storytellers can move among developments, obstacles, characters, encounters and
clashes, choices and doubts. This dimension feeds the primitive and innate desire to listen to
tales, to be excited by a content, to relate to it and become passionate about life and choices.
This range of identities and stories is also possible thanks to the kind of objects that are part of
the MemorAbilia "kit": in fact, the cards used for this version represent natural or artificial
things, but also parts, fragments and scraps of objects, that is unstructured material open to a
wide possibility of both didactic and exploratory use. These objects, physically exhibited in
M.E.M.O.RI. museum and then translated into the cards of MemorAbilia game, open up to the
possibility of being re-smelled, that is, “smelled a second time”, in other words, rethought and
therefore narrated both in symbolic and narrative terms.
- DEEPENING
New emotional geographies through objects
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MEMORABILIA STORY

card game for 3 to 10 players*
*for a class group, you can play in teams, up to a maximum of 10 teams

From a shipwrecked ship in the depths of the Mediterranean, objects occasionally surface on
the shores of an island. In the role of "beach collectors", players start collecting them by making
up stories about who owned them, where they came from, and what magical powers they have.
OBJECTIVE OF THE GAME
Use Object Cards, Location Cards, Action Cards and Character Cards to tell the story of an
object without letting the opposing teams guess.
Preparation:
1. Select the following Object Cards from the MemorAbilia deck:
F ochre rock
F fragments of tiles
F solid perfume
F dry twig
F bivalve shell
S pebble
S map
S bilingual book
S clay
S sand

R damask rose
R net
R postcard
R plastic packaging
R bunch of flowers
C iron filings
C maple key
C coin
C aluminum ball
C feather

2. Prepare the Clue Cards. Photocopy* the final pages and cut out the 30 clues, arranging
them into three bundles, divided by category
10 Character Cards
Master and apprentice
Guardian
Painter
Monster
Fisherman
Calligrapher
King
Giant
Thief
Whale

10 Location Cards
Rocks - Matera
Bridge - Potenza
Castle - Bernalda
Ancient Museum - Muro Lucano
Lighthouse - Genoa
Port - Marseille
Medina - Tetouan
Park - Tunis
Modern Museum - Malaga
Unfinished cathedral - Venosa

10 Action Cards
Far away
Dangerous
Travelling
Lost
Broken
Fallen
Found
Disguised
Trapped
Secret

*You can also design and create custom Clue Cards, choosing from places, characters and
actions from other cities and contexts.
TAKING TURNS
A mediator leads the game, playing the role of Narrator.
The Narrator places the three decks of Clue Cards and the deck of Object Cards in front of him,
covered. At the beginning of the first turn, the Narrator uncovers 3 Clue Cards (one per deck)
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and one Object Card. He then takes another Object Card without showing it to the others: this
will be the object that the others will have to try to guess. The Narrator must invent the story
of the object in their hand without ever naming it, using the clues and the other object on the
table.
The Narrator will begin the story by saying: "Once upon a time there was, and maybe there
still is...".
The Narrator should be careful never to name their object, replacing it with the sound "MMM".
The story can be told using the 3 clue cards and the uncovered object card in the order you
prefer. It is compulsory to mention your object at least 3 times in the story, always replacing the
name with the expression "MMM".
Variation: After the first round of the game, players can be given the opportunity to play the role
of narrators. Should the narrator accidentally name their object, their turn ends.
E.g: Sara is holding the Object Card “Map”, and on the table are the Action Card "Found," the
Character Card "Giant," the Location Card "Bernalda Castle", and the Object Card "Sand". Sara
tells a story beginning like this: "Once upon a time there was, and perhaps there still is, a giant
who found, submerged in the sands of time in the Castle of Bernalda, an MMM. The castle
was completely abandoned and the giant decided to pick up MMMM and take it with him. But
it was a magical MMM: indeed, it immediately gave wisdom to anyone who possessed it..."
After the Narrator has finished telling the first, short piece of the story, they set a time (5
minutes) during which players can complete two actions.
1. Question booking: each player may ask the Narrator one question to gain more information
about the object they are guessing. The Narrator can only answer the question with a yes or no
answer, so players should be careful to formulate it properly.
It is not mandatory to ask a question.
For each object to be guessed, there are only three questions available within the space of
5 minutes. Questions may be asked by anyone; they must raise their hand to show their
intention.
E.g: Rossana decides to ask Sara a question and asks:
"Is this MMMM that the Giant found inconvenient to carry around?". The narrator must answer
the question using only yes or no.
2. Try to guess the object: each player has only one chance to guess the object hidden by the
Narrator. A player may only try to guess the object if they have already asked a validly worded
question.
If, after the three questions available, no player attempts to guess the object the Narrator is
holding, the game continues to the Narrator's advantage; they will reveal the hidden object and
then begin to tell another story by taking another round of cards from the decks.
Each guessed object is worth one point. If the object is not guessed, the point goes to the
Narrator. For every three objects guessed or kept hidden, one Bonus Point is earned.
The winner is the person with the most points at the end of the game rounds established
between the Narrator and the players.
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MEMORABILIA MAP
Borders to share

The MemorAbilia board is a map that visually overturns the concept of the Mediterranean, transforming the sea into an imaginary land in the middle of the 3 continents whose borders are
erased. A liquid continent emerges, where roads and paths are to be imagined again, to be redesigned starting from the connections between the objects and the communities.
The old concepts of cultural and geographical identity are submerged to make room for a new
imaginary, where different belonging can be played out, where the boundaries between categories are not immutable, but they can be negotiated borrowing the practices of artists and
craftsmen who make disorientation a modus operandi herald of new relationships, new spaces
and new ways of living. Museum practices become strategies where you can experiment with
taking care of things, with their stories made up of people, exchanges, meetings where you can
reinvent identity by exercising the free choice of belonging.
- DEEPENING
Citizenship as a choice of cultural belonging
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MEMORABILIA MAP

Playful-graphic activity for all ages, from 4 participants upwards.
"Perhaps this is what art is for, to show the hidden threads between things and people," writes
Michela Murgia, speaking of Maria Lai*. In the gesture of linking MemorAbilia objects, there is a
sense of free choice and openness. In the encounter of one's own lines with those of others, the
need arises to negotiate spaces and to re-configure the embroidery of a collective map.
*(Maria Lai (1919-2013) is an italian artist, prominent personality of the contemporary art scene.
Her performance of collective Land Art, realized with the inhabitants of Ulassai in Sardinia, is very famous: she invited them to
join their houses to the mountain, with a blue ribbon 27 kilometers long).

OBJECTIVE
To create a collective map to connect the objects in the M.E.M.O.RI. Museum and initiate new
encounters by continuing the lines of the fragments. Each map will be a representation of a new
place created by the people involved.
Activity materials:
- Track Cards (these can be prepared using each person's own smartphone or by photocopying
and cutting out the sheets on pages 24 and 25);
- Large sheets of white paper;
- Black marker pens;
- MemorAbilia App (downloadable from Google Play Store for Android and App Store for iOS).
ACTIVITY PREPARATION
Take some large sheets of white paper and marker pens, preferably black. A maximum of 4
participants can work on a 70cmx100cm sheet of paper: the larger the white surface, the more
people you can involve to create a collective map.
IF YOU ARE PLAYING WITH SMARTPHONES
1. Select from the MemorAbilia deck the Object Cards marked with AR (Augmented Reality)
next to their name.
This is the list of AR Object Cards to be used:
S pebble
S bookmark
S can
F bivalve shell
F solid perfume
F fragments of tiles

C maple key
C aluminum ball
C float
R damask rose
R soap postcard
R flamenco postcard

2. Arrange the cards separately so that they can be photographed with the participants' mobile
phones. Each participant should take a picture of the card that intrigues them the most, avoiding
framing. The photo does not need to be perfect; the activity works best even if only a detail of
the image on the paper is photographed.
3. With the full-frame photo on their smartphone screen, the participant should search for their
position on the white paper, placing their phone at the point they prefer and in the orientation
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they prefer (not orthogonal to the sides of the paper, for more interesting results).
Please note: it is important that participants set their screen settings so that the screensaver or power saving modes are not
activated; the image must remain visible for the duration of the activity).

4. Once all the smartphones have been arranged on the sheet, you can begin the graphic activity.
With a black marker pen, each participant should continue the image on their phone by
expanding it outside the digital screen. The goal is to continue the lines of the photographed
track until they meet the lines of the other participants. Participants can draw a figure or
even feel free to extend in a totally abstract and imaginative way the track from which they have
started, as long as they join with the lines and graphics of other participants.
The more time you have, the more the map can be worked on and the more interesting it will
become, creating textures and combinations of lines and marks until all the white spaces on the
sheet are covered.
5. As soon as the collective map is finished, it is nice to admire it together and see how all the
tracks have been connected. Now you can turn on the MemorAbilia App, enter the "Spontaneous Museum" section and frame the cards of the deck that you have photographed. Thanks
to the 3D reconstructions of the objects, you will then be able to discover the narrative connections between the objects*.
* Entering the "Audioguide" section of the MemorAbilia App, you can listen to the stories, in prose and verse, of some of the
objects featured in the game.
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IF YOU WANT TO PLAY WITHOUT USING A SMARTPHONE
In case smartphones are not available, you can use the sheet with the 12 Track Cards included
in the MemorAbilia Diary. Simply cut out the cards with the track details, place them on the
blank sheets and begin the line expansion activity starting with these.
If you need more Track Cards, simply photocopy or print the sheet by downloading the file from
www.memori.pro.
Once the collective map is finished, you can turn on the MemorAbilia App, enter the “Spontaneous Museum" section and frame the Track Cards with your smartphone (it is fine to use the
phone of the person coordinating the activity): thanks to the 3D reconstructions, you can then
find out which objects are hiding behind those traces.
*It is fine to use the phone of the person coordinating the activity.
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Keep on playing

REALITY, GAMES AND SOFT SKILLS
MemorAbilia is a game which awaits the participation of all players to grow and develop.
On the website www.memori.pro it is possible to continue playing at the museum by downloading the participation protocol to the Spontaneous Museum, an experimental practice to
transform any space into a museum.
The proposal combines the knowledge of different disciplines students encounter in their school
paths, with different languages such as science (with insights), informatic technology (thanks to
the App MemorAbilia), literature and history, to go through different areas that an exhibition
project needs, using creativity to imagine new opportunities and play an active role in society.
In formal or informal didactics, teachers, tutors and operators can use the Spontaneous Museum
as an orientation strategy to map soft skills by putting them into a game, in a simulated and
protected field.
Arts and cultural forms such as the Museum can be useful tools to read and shape the world:
this principle expands the common perception of creativity as an inclination or talent reserved
only to the artistic sector, dissociated from any educational, economic or productive context.
In order to understand and respect how ideas and meanings are creatively expressed and
communicated in different cultures and through different artistic expressions and museum
representations, students and children are invited to understand, develop, express and compare
their own ideas and their role in society, with an increasing difficult in encoding them.
Developing a creative approach is useful and necessary in any personal or professional context.
MemorAbilia intends to be used as a tool to recognize the game (and the metaphor of the
Museum) as an experience as well as an expression of different cultural dimensions: from the
small Lucanian village to the Mediterranean port city, you could find differences and similarities,
in other words two heritages that are differently articulated but both deserving the same attention, care and respect.
From this point of view, the museum system becomes a port of call for the understanding of
Culture – that is a system of thought, traditions, values and behaviors – and stimulates reflection
on the relationship between citizens and the complexity of their contexts.
In MemorAbilia gaming activities, the Museum becomes a context in which to experience an
attitude of openness and participation towards diversity and plurality: the game becomes a
methodology for re-knowing, re-meaning (therefore re-smelling), sharing resources and mapping
skills: this process facilitate the increasing of a cultural awareness and the enhancing of cultural
expressions in the fields of citizenship, civic education and entrepreneurship.
MemorAbilia is a game space where to experiment tools and skills to activate dialogue and
comparison, to learn how to manage conflict and train a listening position, sharing and negotiating the great definition of Multiculturalism.
In this key, the Museum becomes the metaphor of a common framework of interaction in which
all players/actors can feel free to reformulate the categories they belong to and communicate
them in a new vision experiencing a democratic dialectic.
MemorAbilia is a path that was built to nourish a curious attitude (remember that the word
“curiosity” derives from “care”) and to rise the interest in other cultures. Players are invited to
relate to each other and design together the management of a museum, choosing diversity as a
common background, where different objects and different stories are continually brought up.
In our current world, different cultural expressions can become a source of enrichment and
source of study and / or work perspectives: learning to choose within these plural contexts
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means also learning to act according to the value of reciprocity and respect for the cultural
profile of those who belong to minorities or come from migratory backgrounds.
This political emphasis on the ability to "create" through the act of collecting or coding new
categories - and imagine therefore new possible connections - introduces the high value of creativity as one of the most important transversal skills, since creativity concerns the human ability
to do or imagine something “new” within individual or social contexts.
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Pe

Pe

Pescatrice
Fisherman

Maestro & Apprendista
Master and Apprentice

Pe

Pe

Calligrafa
Calligrapher

Guardiano
Guardian

Pe

Pe

Re
King

Pittore
Painter

Pe

Pe

Gigante
Giant

Mostro
Monster

Lu

Pe

Castello - Bernalda
Castle - Bernalda

Ladro
Thief

Lu

Pe

Museo antico - Muro Lucano
Ancient Museum - Muro Lucano

Balena
Whale

Lu

Lu

Faro - Genova
Lighthouse - Genoa

Sassi - Matera
Rocks - Matera

Lu

Lu

Porto - Marsiglia
Port - Marseille

Ponte - Potenza
Bridge - Potenza

Az

Lu

Lontano
Far away

Medina - Tetouan

Az

Lu

Pericoloso
Dangerous

Parco - Tunisi
Park - Tunis

Az

Lu

Viaggiante
Travelling

Museo moderno - Malaga
Modern Museum - Malaga

Az

Lu

Perduto
Lost

Cattedrale incompiuta - Venosa
Unfinished cathedral - Venosa

Az

Az

Intrappolato
Trapped

Caduto
Fallen

Az

Az

Segreto
Secret

Rotto
Broken

Az

Trovato
Found

Az

Travestito
Disguised
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F ochre rock
F fragments of tiles
F solid perfume
F dry twig
F bivalve shell
S pebble
S map
S bilingual book
S clay
S sand

R damask rose
R net
R postcard
R plastic packaging
R bunch of flowers
C iron filings
C maple key
C coin
C aluminum ball
C feather

MEMORABILIA STORY OBJECT CARDS

MemorAbilia is a game that provides three modes of involvement (Museum, Story and Map)
dedicated to different ages, all declinable in a meeting space where to negotiate the meaning of
objects and learn how to take care of them opens up different possibilities for narration and
dialogue on the themes of citizenship, sustainability and creativity.
MemorAbilia uses the concept of museum as a metaphor for choice and new knowledge.
Through the game and the encounter with the objects kept in the Museum, opportunities open
up to re-know and re-name things, imagining new categories of belonging. Playing at the
museum becomes a chance to share experiences and understand diversity, simulating museum
practices that actively involve the public.
MemorAbilia is a game inspired by the M.E.M.O.RI. Euro-Mediterranean Museum of the
Rejected Object.
To find out more about the M.E.M.O.RI. visit the website www.memori.pro
MemorAbilia is a Matera 2019 project co-produced by:
The moon on a leash, Matera-Basilicata 2019 Foundation, Centro Zaffiria, Cemea.
Game design: Matteo Uguzzoni and the Moon on a leash.
Thanks to Domenico Colucci for the advice and the play tests.
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